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'Highlights

From an employment perspective, the most favorable combination of
factors for women college students is a field of study with a limited
percentage of graduating women now entering an occupation where
women have been underrepresented in the past, and where total
openings exceed total supply of graduating students of both sexes.

Examples of such fields are engineering, accounting, business
administration, computer sciences, public administration, hospital

'administration, and the medical professions.

Despite high representation in the various health fields, college
women will continue to find a favorable job market in nursing, phys)cal
and occupational therapy, dental hygiene, medical record libratiart-
ship, medical laboratory technology and other health fields./ /

Although more women students are switching to fields previously
dominated by men, over half Of them still major in education and the
arts and humanities fields in which the job outlook is relatively poor.

If women do not switch to other fields of study; they may risk a greater
likelihood otbeing unemployed in future years, or of being employed
in occupations unrelated to the academic field,s'in which they have
majored. .. -.
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Foreword

Southern Regional Education Board Manpower and Education
reports have been published in several fields of study in which men
predominate (engineering, law, business and management, public
administration, and the social sciences) and some in which women
predominate (teaching, social welfare and home economics). The
present report deals with the entire range of major disciplines and
occupations and evaluates the particular attractiveness of each field to
women, in tight of changing patterns of the role of sex differences in
occupational choice. -

Forty-three percent of degrees granted in the South today are
earned by women,.but the small percentages of women jn some fields
indicate there is considerable room for expansion of opportunity. Of
12,035 bachelor's degrees in engineering in 1972-73, e.g., only 1 per-
cent were earned by women; only 6 percent of master's degrees in
business and management and 5 percent of first professional degrees
in law went to women. This study should be useful for helpingstudents
sharpen the inforn4alion on which decisiOns of program major cfin be

,:jbased and to assist irigairtitipr.better understanding of the career
implications ipplied 'by program choices already made. -

Board staff will tr interested in learriing from guidance counselors
,how relevant they:I:find this publication in responding to the career
development inquiries of women student

Winfredt. Godwin
President

V
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Intr uctipn

In 1975- tilt SR,E13 Manpower an. Education Project issued a report
on the employrAent outlook in 1 the South for college graduates in
va;pus fields of study ' The report compared the projected simply of
cdllege graduates in the region in 1980 by fields of study, with
projected openings in various oacupetibns relevant to these fields'of
study. The supply of college graduates was not differentiated by race
Or sex .

Because of current, interest in employment opportun"s fo;women
and for black college graduates, the, 1975 findings have been refined to
differentiate the totak-pRjected supply of graduates by race and sex.
This report presents t6 to- findings for women and a companion
publication analyzes the,splook for black graduates of the region.

The purpose of projectO'the supplyof graduates by race and sex
and of comparing them to occupational openings iS not to develop a
set of,"quotas" of the total projected openings that might be assigned i
to either women or black graduates in the region in 1980. Rather,' the
objective of this report, and bf the companion publirAtion for black
students, is to provide women and blaCk student" of the region, and
their counselors, with information for assessing choices of college
majors and career plans. y

This report focuses on education from the perspective of vocational
orientation, or in terms of career enhancement.* Fields of study, and
the con tration of women in various areas, are reviewed according
to an a merit of employment opportunities. This perspective, 6
necessarily disregards other important reasons for a college education
and choices of major, such as personal enrichment and the pursuit of
knoWledge for its own sake. To the extent that students, male and
female, do pursue a college degree and decide on certain majors
because they are interested in ;educating themselves," regardless of
what the labor market holds in store, the assessmerits of this report are
of limited interest.

The findings of this eport dsinot imply that women should overlook
the purposes of e ation which are not-related to employment and
careers. Certainly personal intellectual enrichment has been, and will
continue It be, an important motivation for the pursuit of college
studies and for choices of major fields of study. Each student, male and
female, in the final analysis makes his own determination as to how/ .. ,

The vaiusble suggestions tnade by Betty M Vetter, Executive Director, tte Scientific
Manpower Commission, who read -a draft of this report, are gratefully acknowledged.
The author. llowever, bears full responsibility for the opinions expressed



important the "job prospects" are in the process of weighing the pros
and cons of college attendance/and choice among various fields of
study Each student is free either to use or to consider irrelevant.the
information on job prospects in deciding the choice of college majors,

Three interacting dimengions affecting the employment outlook for
women college graduates in each field of study are considered here
One is the proportion of women already employed in any occupation
to which female college graduates aspire Another is' the proportion
that women constitute of-college graduates in each field of study. A
third variable is the general labor market outlook for each fieldof study
in terms of the total supply of college graduates, of both sexes, relative
to the total number 'of job openings requiring that particular
educational preparation

_Ary'occupation which. employs a low proportion of women is more
. likely to be affected by the influence.of equal opportunity or affirmative
action programs than is 09e where women are already well represent-
ed For example, female college graduates are.likely to encounter a
favorable climate if seeking employment as engineers,,since in1970
only 2 percent of all engineers were women. Females seeking
employment as dietitians, on the other hand, are entering a field
where in 1970 women constituted 92 percent of total employment.

A field of study that produces mostly female graduates is lilselyto be
associated with an occupation which has traditionally been staffed
mostly by women Nursing is a prime example of such a field in which
the prepontierane of graduates continues to be women enterin4 a
pc.ofession in which womeh have constituted over 95 percent of total
employment .

There are fields where women recently have made ua a substantial
share of graduates, or where it is expected their represefitation among
those -graduating will increase, but where the employment in the
related occupation is still mostly male because of previous educational
patterns Law is an example, with a rapidly expanding percentage of
female students (19 percent of total U.S. law school enrollment in 1974
versus 4 percent in 19607, and yet low female representation (5
percent) of total employment as lawyers in 1970.2 This low repre-
sentation of females in the occupation is favorable to employment of
women from the affirmative action perspective, but is constrained to
the extent that there are more lawyers of both sexes graduating
annually than openings to accommodate them.

The most favorable combination of factors,for female gra- duates is a
field of study With a limited percentage of women entering an

'occupation but where women have been underrepresented in the past,
and where total openings exceed total supply at graduating students
of bothsexes. An example of this situation is in computer sciences: In
1973, in the United States, only 15 percent of all bachelor's inbomputer
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sciences were granted to women (18 percent in the region), and only
20 percent of all persons employed as computer specialists in 1970
were women Additionally, computer sciences is one of the fields
expected to be.prod ucing fewer total graduates of both sexes by 1980
than the lob openings projected for the-same period..

The approach followed in' this report to assess employment
opportunities for women includes consideration of two variables. the
proportion of female graduates in each field of study, and the overall
employment outlook ih the field of study, regardless of sex. The third
variable the representation of females already employed 'in the
occupations relevant to each field of study is closely dependent on
the percentage of women graduating in each field of study. It is con-
sidered only where there appears to be a great divergence lobtween
futdre degree production by women in the field_and cumulative repre-
sentation of women employed in occUpations relitedto that field.

The findings of this report are relajed to those discussed in the SREB
. report Supply and Demand for College Graduates in the South in 1980.
Although some of the terms used in that report are again defined in this
one, readers who wish more detail about the underlying methodology
of the projections of supply and demand are referred to the prior
publication, - . I . - ._- ,
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Terms and Methods

Projection Of Supply of Female Graduates

Projections of 1980 female graduates in the region, by fields of study,
were prepared on the basis of the historjoal trends of female repre-
sentation in the United States in each field of-study, by degree levels.
Female representation by fields of study in the Southlor 1972-73 was
then compared to the U.S. trend.

The overall share of female degrees in the region, in 1980 is not
expected to show much change fr0m 1973, when the percentages of
female degrees were 44.6 percent for bachelor's degrees, 45.7 percent
for master's degrees and 18.8 percent for doctorates. Only for the first
profbksional level is a rather marked increase projected in the degree
share fbr women from 5 percent in 1973 to 15 percentln 1980 (in the
region).-

The distribution of women among various fields of study will change
as women become more-involved in fields where they have previously
not been well represented. For example, the proportion, of total
engineeg bachelor's degrees in the region to be granted to women is
projected to rise to 4 or 5 percent in 1980 from the 1:2percent share in
1973. The female proportion of bachelor's degrees in education' is
projected to prop in 1980 to 72 percenf or down slightly from the 74
percent share of the regional total in 1973.

excepting -for .marked changes in female shares of certain- first
professional degrees, however, -no major shifts in female choices of
studies are expected by 1989. This rather conservative assessment
how fast women will move into-fields Which few have chosen in the past
is based on a review of the longrun dittributiOn'Of Women in Various
college majors. Adkins recently documented longrun trends in the
-structute- of college degrees through 1970, and finds no "important
lessening' of -inequality of the sexes" in terms of what men and women
have choser0 study.'

His findings on the proportion of total female bachelor's degrees
represented by major divisions of -study- from.21.930 to 1970 are
illustrated in Figure 1. (Details are shown in Appendix 1.) *Degree.
statistics for 1972-73 wbre added by the SREB Manpower and
Education project*on the basis of comparable classifications of study.
As shown in Figure 1, women have iendedidtoricentratein education
and arts and humanities. In 1930, 55.9 percent of all female bachelor's
degrees were in these two areas. The proportion rose to 65.2 percent in
1960, but declined back to 55 percent in 1973, almost exactly what it
was in 1930.

i0
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Figure 1

Distribution of Female Bachelor's Degrees
in Selected Fields, U. S., 1930-1973

1'930 1940 1950 1960 1 GM 1973

Note See Appendix for detail on fields of study included and sources
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The proportio allfemal bachelor's degrees granted he two
areas of busine S and adm n-istration an -,engineeri g combined
reached 7.4 perce in-1950. he 1973 sh "of 4 9 percent, however,, is
almost exactly the s e as it was 19F. Despite the marked
increases during the last %go years in emaleenrollmentin these fie)
the 1980 proportion of wome Wit bachelor's degreesineniginee ng
and business administration is not expected to exceed 7 -percent of
total bachelor's degrees to ye earned by ,women in the _region!

Market-Ready Supply of FeianleXollege Graduate)

This differentiates the supply of total female degrees in any one year,
at all levels, from the supply of female graduates in that year WV° are
actually new entrants into the labor market It adjusts for a small
proportion of female bachelor's (3 percent) who do not enter the labor
market at all, for bachelor's degree recipients who continue as full-time
students and thus are not available to work, and for graduate students
who were already employed full-time in their own fields while earning
advanced degrees, sothat they do not constitute new Otrants into the
college level/14 market.

Total and female market-ready degree projections for The region in
1980, at the combined bachelor's, master's and doctorate levels, for the
major fields of study, are shown in Appendix 2.

Education Field of Study _

, The education field of study classification in.this report has been
adjusted to include the number of graduates estimated to have earned
teaching certificates -in conjunction ,with other academic fields of

.study. Each aca emic-field of study that Contributes graduates with
teaching certi cates has been adjusted downward by the corre-
sporfding es ated percentage of teaching certificates.

.Openings for College Gradueltes

The openings projected for each occupation show the total esti-
mated openings for college gfaduatei in 1980, for both men and
women. These openings were*Ojected on the: basis of two data
source§: the Departments of Employment Security in each state and
the National Planning Association employment eStiniates by states for
1980. The openings projected foi:college graduates represent th-e
.propor 'on of openingstin each occupation estimated to be filled/by
colle _graduates on ttx'e basis of past trends of col ge representaL

ri each occupation. /-
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Female Representation Index,

The regional projected 1980 market-ready supply' of degrees for
women, for-all fields, acrd at all degree levels, constitutes 43 percent of
all degrees The.correspOnding percentage of market-ready degrees,
for women in each field of study was divided by this avera0 43 percent "'
repretentation an.index of either over- or underrepresentation
For exam pie, market-ready degrees for women in education constk,
tute 69 percent of thelotal.at an degree leVels, and produce an index of
160 Wien compared to the average^ 43 peicent representation Women
are said, therefore,,to be overreprionted in education Conveney,
women are projected'to constitute 3fily 5 percent Of all market-ready
engineering degrees in the region in 198b,,which, compared to their
averagepresentation of 43 percent. yields a refsrespptation index of
12 in engineering An index above 1Q0 indicates overrepresentation of
females. and one below 100 shows underrepresentation Indices of
representation were constructed for each of the major: fields of
study classifications, for a selected group of Subfields (e g , hospital'
administration under the mayor field of the health professions), and far
the, professions requiring a first professional degree. Bachelor's,
master s and doctoral degrees projected for women and translated intq
market-ready supply are combined to yield the major field and
selected subfield indices

Table 1

Index of Projected Over- and Underrepresentatlon of Women
In 10110, Market -Ready Degrees by Major Fields of Study

Overrepresented

Foreign Languages
Library Science
Health Professions

-Education
Fine Arts
Public Affairs
Psychology
Mathematics & Statistics

'Excluding Planning

8

.

212
202

179
160'
153
121
114
107

13

Underrepresented

*.Communications
Sdcial ScienCes and Area

Studies
Biological Scientes
Computer Sciences
Accounting
Business Administration

Except Accounting
Physical Science
Architectu're'
Agriculture and Natural

Resource
Erigineettn

91

86
79
42

33

14
12
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The indices at sepresiritation are shOwn in Table 1 tor- t major
fields, and irtTabla.2 for subfields and first' professional . The
fields are Hated in the order of their indices, with the told here
women 'are metre overrepresented listed first.

. TableN2

Index of Pro)lictid altd Onderiepieseriteitoried Women Iri'1980,
Iderket-Reedy Nora, BrIelected
Subfteids of Study_ and-Professions .

Overrepresented

Dental Hygieoe
. Home Economics 226

NUrsing :223
Medical Records

-Librarianship 214.
Occupational Therapy. 214
Medical stab Technology _ 188
Physical Therapy 186'
Sociaf Work 158

.

Underrepresented.

Law . 47.
.

Medicine 35
Veterinary Medidine`
Hospital Administration ; :19
bptornetry '19

ry ,
9Dentist.'

14
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Opportunities for' Women

Four Patterns of Occupation Outlook

The Best of Bath Worlds:
Und. sr-representation and Favorable Market Outlook

2

Women graduates will find favorable opportunities epedially in
fields where the total projected openings exceed projected market-
ready supply of graduates of bop sexes; and where women are
underrepresented in the field of study. In such a situaltiont,women
will benefit in two ways: a) from a general deficit, ot:grichilites in
the field, and b) from affirmative action programs to irease female

'representation in occupations related to that field of Mu*. The com-bined effect of the general employment outlook and of the degree of
female representation for various fields of study is illustrated inFigure 2

-The fields and subfields of study in -which women are troth under-
iepresented and for which the general employment outlook is favor-
able are listed below, in the order of the greatest underrepresentation
of women:

Enginebring
Dentistry
HOspital Administration
Veterinary Medicine
Medicine
Public Administration
Business Administration, other than Accounting
Planning
Accounting
Computer Sciences

Women are also underrepresented in optometry and in thephysical
sciences. Thes$ fields are not included in the preceding list because
the labor market for all'graduates, regardless of sex, is less clear and
less certain of being favorable than is true of the fields listed. The
projected supply and demand in optometry, according to the SREB
Manpower and Education project's regional analysis, appear to be Infairly good balance. Although specifiCW identified projected .
occupational openings for physical scienc*Oduates are fewer than ,the expected number of graduates, the fluidity of physical science .majors for moving into engineering jobs, and the possible expansion of
engineering and scientific employment as a result of energy short--

17 13
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ages, could mean that physical science will be a favorable field in the

coming years'
Engineering is an area in which women will find a very favorable out-

look Their very low representation in engineering jobs, and the minor
percentage of engineering graduates mean a particularly fertile
atmosphere for affirmative action There has been much emphasis
about job opportunities for women in engineering, and women are
gradually responding to this challenge. In 1974 they constituted 5.7
percent of total enrollment in the U S. in engineering programs. This is
an improvement over their 1 percent representation in 1960, but is still
only a very small percentage of the emerging supply of new engineers 5

First year enrollment in 1975 for the U S., hbwever, indicated a marked
increase, with more than 10% of the freshman class being women.

Business administration and accounting have been identified as
favorable fields for employment of college graduates in prior SREB,

Manpower and Education reports. Indeed, the supply of market-ready
graduates in business and management for the next several years is
prdjected to be approximately half of the number of openings
identified in a great variety of administrative and managerial occupa-
tions In 1973 women constituted 15 percent of all bachelor's degrees
in accounting in the South This is the highest proportion of wpmen in
any of the business and management specialties, except secretarial
studies In areas such as banking and'finanCe and insurance, women
had much smaller representation. Women constituted only 6 percent
of all Masters of Business Administration (MBA) granted in the region,

in 1973 Yet this degree often serves as the ehtry point into
management careers in busiriess and government, and has enjoyed a
relatively strong market even during the recent recession. Although
enrollment of women in business and management has risen in recent

years, including in the MBA programs, further switching by female
students from other majori tobusiness and management and related
career plans would not overcrowd the field.

Women are underrepresented in all the major medical professions
(medicine, dentistry and veterinary medicine); Although there has
been an increase during recent yeareof women enrolled in these fields,
both nationally and in the region, the percentage of women in these
professions is still .quite low (In 1974, 15° of total enrollment in the
three fields). Applicantslof both sexes tcr professional schools vastly
exceed the number of slots these schools can accommodate; however
the continued emphasis on increased female participation in the
professions means that qualified .female applicants will face a favor-
able climate. It is estimated that if women achieved the same repre-
sentation, in the professional schools which they now have in the
region for all college degrees 43 percent approximately 1,000-
1,500 more would be enrolled in these -professional fields than at

14
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present Although in terms of total female college students in the
region this is not a huge reservoir of opportunities, it does offer en-
couragement to qualified and ambitious female students to set their
sights on these professions where the employment outlook is good

Hospital and health care administration,,is another health field in
which opportunities appear favorable The expansion of hospitalsancl
nursing homes, the'emphasfs on raising standards in the administra-
tion of these institutions, and the stress on coordination and planning
of health delivery systems will produce continuingdemandfor persons
specifically trained to . manage and administer' health facilities
Although in prior years the management of such institutions often fell
to persons with general business and management training or experi-
ence, the trend in the.future will be for more specific training that
includes an orientation toward health care systems Women,with their
traditionally strong participation in many health fields, should find the
hospital and health care administration field to be very favorable.

Opportunities in the field of public administration were described in
an earlier, SREB Manpower and Education publication, which empha-
sized that the route to administrative positions in government is often
through prior employment at operational levels Women, as well as
men, who aspire to public administration positions are more likely to
be appointed to such spots by promotion from within government
rather than directly upon graduating from college with public
administration degreeS.Thilr chances for such promotion are
enhanced if they obtain a pillplic administration degree at the master's
level, a route that is often followed by government employees study-
ing part-time while holding full-time governmental jobs.

City, community and regional planning is a field of study wit
favorable outlook in terrris -of projected graduates and occupational
openings. It is estimated that women will constitute less than 20
percent of the projected graduates in the region in this field.

Overrepresentation with a Favorable Outlook

The employment outlook is favorable in a number of fields in which
women are overrepresented. In these fields opportunities are prom-
ising because of the projected undersupply of market-ready degrees
relative to projected openings, -although the added influence of
affirmative.action programs is missing, since women already consti-
tutelhe'bulk of present employment in the relevant occupations.
Ighe fiplds and subfields with overrepresentation of females and

favorable employment outlook are listed below in the order of the
greatest overrepresentation of women:

Dental hygiene
Nursing

19 15
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Medical Record Librarianship
Occupational Therapy
Library Science
Medical Laboratory Technology
Physical Therapy
Social Work

Most of the fields in which women are overrepresented, and which
also appear favorable, era in the allied health careers. The projections
for employment opportunities in occupations such as nurse, dental
hygienist, medical record librarian and medical laboratory tech-
nologist include only the openingstfn each occupation estimated to be
filled by college graduates. In most of these occupations, there are also
many additional openings which will be filled by persons with two-year
degrees in the appropriate specialties. Two-year degree programs
have been producing a rapidly growing supply of graduates who each
year constitute a large component of job applicants competing with
the four-year program graduates. If the growing pool of two-year
program graduates can fulfill the job requirements and effectively
compete with the four -year program graduates, the favorable outloOk
projections in the allied health fields for college graduates may have to
be revised. Unfortunately, td date no comprehensive regional analysis
has been completed which compares the combined simply of
graduates at the two- and four-year levels against total openings.

Forecasts of openings in the health field depend a great deal upon
future national policies on funding of health and sick care. If new
federal programs are enacted to finance health care gip a more
comprehensive basis than is now available, the demand for health
manpower in all occupations will exceed the present projections, Find
will further strengthen the generally favorable outlook for women
grapuates in the various health specialties.

Sbcial work is included among the fields which appear favorable for
future women college graduates. The projections of openings rn all
industries depend to a large extent on the employment trends for these
industries during past years: The human services-industry showed
remarkable growth during the 1960's and early 1970's, sO_ that
extension of previous trends into the late 1970's would signal a corre-
sponding expansion of positions in social work. The forecast of a
favorable outlook for social work graduates implies a continuation of
governmental policy to fund social services. To the extent, however,
that budgetary constraints produced by the 1874-75 recession at all
levels of government have slowed expansion of human service
programs, the outlook foi social workers may not be as promising as
was previously assumed. At the present time the employment situation
for social work graduates appears goqd in rural areas, but muph less

16 20
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favorable in the metropolitan areas which many college graduates
prefer. Opportunities for employment of social workers will continue
to/be bettez in smaller and more remote communities than in large
cities, to which graduates have flocked

Library science is another field in which employment projections
signal a favorable market despite the presept situation in which library
science graduates report difficulty in locating jobs, especially in urban
penters The dependence/of this occupation on governmental funding
puts it in the same category of uncertainty described above for social
work graduates.

Home economics is a field with heavy overrepresentation of women.
The job outlook in home economics varies considerably by specialty
within the field. For example, home economics graduates with training

; specific to the management of hotels and restaurants will have more
; opportUnnies than those prepared to teach home economics in

secondary ibhools. Likewise, those with a background in early child-
hood development will face a better-job marke.t than women prepared
in home management and equipment

Undorroprosentatlon, Poor Outlook

Fields- in which women are underrepresented, but in which the
overall employment outlook is unfavorable for both sexes are listed
below, wittithe most underrepresented fields listed last:

Communications
Social Sciences and Area Studies
Biological Sciences
Law

Women are only slightly underrepresented in communications. They
are estimated to constitute 39 percent of the projected market-ready
supply of graduates in communications in 1980, only slightly below
their 43 percent average share for all fields of study. WoMen consti-
tute a higher percentage of graduates in the general journalism cate-
gory than they do in the radio/television and advertising specialties.
Communications is one of the; field,; in which projected degrees far
exceed the projected openings.

Women are also only slightly underrepresented in the social
sciences as a whole, although their ratio is considerably.lower in some
specialties like economics and criminology than in others.(sociology
and history). In an earlier SREB Manpower and Education report on
the -employment outlook for social science majors, nine major
occupations were examined to assess projected annual openings in
the region for these majors. Each occupation included such as
economist or social, scientist covers numerous subclassifications
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as, for example, agricultural economist and investment analyst, or
crime specialist and demographer. For all these occupations the
annual openings constitute only 10 percent of the projected market
ready social science graduates with relevant degrees Although social
sc!ence graduates have traditionally used their broad-based education
by working in business and industry, and no doubt will continue to do
so, the general outlook is poor. Ironically, the one spcial science
specialty in which the outlook is better economics -4s also the one
in-which female representation is quite low

In the biological sciences. the number of openings in occupations
clearly labeled as biologists will not suffice to accommodate the
projected sureply of graduates eiolpgy majors traditionally have gone
_into laboratory technician and other health related occupations also. It
is doubtful, however, that openings will be sufficient to bring into
balance what appears to be an oversupply-of biology majors.

The increasing number of female law students is a recent
phenornenon In.1960 they constituted only 4 percent of total U.S. law
school enrollment, while in 1974 their share had risen to 19 percent.
Their share of 1974_first-year enrollment was even higher (23 percent)
This tncreasino_portion__ pf female law students however is
producing a very slow change in the proportion of female lawyers,
which, La 1974 still stood at only 7 percent

Although women are still underrepresented in law, the field is not
promising because of the projected oversupply of graduating lawyers
of both sexes The projected annual supply of new lawyers by 1980 for
the region is 7,800, consideribly-above-the projected annual demand
for lawyers (4,900-5,100, according to two data sources').

Two professional fields in which women are Underrepresented and
in which the employment outlook is uncertain are pharmacy and archi=
tecture Both fields show some oversupply of graduates relative to
openings in the regional projections, although the oversupply is much
less severe than- in communications, social sciences, biological
sciences and law.

Agriculture and natural resources is,another field in which women
are underrepresented, but one for which it is difficult to assess the
overall 'employment outlook. Although projected openings for
occupations specifically labeled as relevant to agriculture majors
(farm manement advisors, foresters, agricultural scientists, etc.) do
not suffice to proflide employment for prospective graduates, other
unidentified openings in farming and in agribusinesS may produce a
relatively balanced situation.

Overrepresentation and a Poor Labor Marker Outlook

The worst possible' situation for female college graduates from the
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perspective of this report is to major in a field in which women are
overrepresented and for which the'employment outlook is poor.
However, a large proportion of women college graduates will fall into
this category Education, tine arts, foreign languages,. psychology,
and letters together will account for almost three-fifths of all women
graduates at all degree levels in the region in 1980 These are all fields
in which women-predominate and for which employment prospects
are highly competitive ---

The projected market-ready graduates in education, as defined in
this report, include those IQ othe'r disciplines who obtain teaching
certificates The declining primary and secondary school age
population for the rest of this decade and into the early 1980's
produces fever annual openings for teachers than were available in
the 1960's. although The number of college graduates prepared to

,teach is just leveling off Women areestimated to epresent 69 percent
--- or all education graduates in 1980 in 'the region, a much higher

proportion than their 43 percent share in all _fields 9f study.
Languages and letters are liberal arts majors in which women have

traditionally been overrepresented There has been much discussion
during the past year about the employment plight of liberal arts
graduates The usual prescription is that while the liberal arts afford a
broad base for advancement throughout the world of work, chances of
entry into thelabpr market are enhanced when liberal arts major's also
poises& saleable skills A combination of liberal arts with courses in.
accounting, computer sciences-, statistics or personnel administration
improves employment opportunities.

Mathematics- presents a contradiction. Although women' are over-
represented in the field, they are underrepresented in other fields in
which mathematics are applied, such' as engineering, atcou ting,
banking and finance, computer sciences and ecoriornics. Sin the
employment outlook for graduates in non-applied mathema ics is
limited, woman with an interest in mathematics would do well t shift
their talents toward die applied areas, where the employment out-.
look is favorable

In paSt years many women majoring in mathematics Used their train-
ing by teaching math in primary and secondary schools. Declining
enrollm9p filve sharply narrowed this employment opportunity.
Projected 1980 market-ready graduates in mathematics of both sexes
in the region (exclusive of those with teaching certificates) seriously

' outnumberihe_ projected openings for mathematicians, statisticians,
actuaries and mathematical technicians. This imbalance reinforceS
the counsel that women with an interest in mathematics direct their
skills toward vocational areas where math is applied.

Women are projected to represent 49 percent of the market-ready
supply of psychology graduates at all degree levels in the region in
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1980, producing an oVerrepresentation index of 114 PWchology is
another field in which it is difficult to isolate all relevant employment-
opportunities for the purppse of comparing" openings jo graduates.
Occupations. specifically labeled as psychologists, counselors, and
other relevant occupations produce less thaw one half as many annual

allenintyt 4n,,tfie region as projectecimarket-ready degrees However,
psycholFgOmajors may also find suitable ernploymentp business and
inhuman service programs, to that it is difficult to determine their total
em yment outlook .

Retu g Ikorkers Extra Competition

Returning worker persons who obtained a college degree,in
prior years, retired frOrn. the labor, force, and eventually reenter to
compete for jobs with current college graduates, have not been,-
included in evaluating supply and demand balances in this.report. A
largeproptirtion of returning workers tends to be female, since women
often leave the laborforee to raise families, and reenter at a later time
Fields of study, professiOns and 'occupations in which women
predominate are, therefore; also particularly prone-to the competitipn
of women returnees.

In a field in which women are overrepresented, but 1n which the
general employment outlook is strong, returnirigAworkers do not Pose

a problem for new graduates. The shortage of nurses in the 1960's and
early 1970's would have been even more severe if newly graduating
nurses had nojikbeen augmented by returning nurses who. reentered
the labor force and were a welcome addition to,:searce health man-
power. The situation is different, however, in-an overcrowded, labor
market such as the teaching field, wherereturning teachers augment a
supply of newly available graduates who already experience diffi-
culhes in finding employment The factor of returning workers adds an
additional note of uncertainty to the employment prospects in many
fields in which women are overrepresented. /
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Sumthary and Conclusions.
.-. ,
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As was noted earlier in this rOpori, job'eppportunities and career plans .

constitute only one of the motivation;for ci2llege studies and choice of
majors. The conoentretion of women in inEtarts andhumanities in past

<years may mean that many women consiclei personal enrichment and'
assimilation of the cultural heritage morelmiertant factors than voca-
tional opportunities 4p -choosing their majo . The emphasis, in this
report, on career plan is certainly not to be nterpreted as negating .'
such commendable m ivationslin choosifIglimon fields of study:
Rather, the purpose is to rovideinformaticfn career opportunities .
to those female students o'do ride this factor igh in c/loosing their,

..c.. - of study. .

The findin 6

.--.6 .

. 4.:- ,
is repo on the opporturiFfie lor women college

graduates in various fie : tud are summarized.in Figure 2: The
smost promisingiactordi to eria of this report are thOse

ere the total supply of colle : graduates o oth_sex s does not
appear to meet totalprojected oc , pational openings, a .ich

r wopfen are underrepresented. At the otheF end of the spectrum, the
fields wifti the least opportunities arethose where total graduates are
projected to exceed demand, and4/..here women also tend to be over,
represented reiative to their average -representation in all fields of
study. .

Although the aggregate data do not reveal anyinaterial shifts by
women in fields of studychoices, detailed data for specific fields noted
earlier do show some marke changes. Recent first-year enrollments
of Women in certain professi n-S (law and medicine,-in Particular) and
in e ineering have shown n table gains. hii Miry of the fields of study
whey employment opportunities are brightest are in the fields in
which omen still cdnstitute all proportions, with engineering and
busine administration as pn e examples. What keepswomenout of
these are s? A review of "WI) nip Engineering:: donbluded that
"male ima e" of engineering thedeterring factor. "... girls from an
early age are discouraged frorri seeing themselves as engineers, The
tragedy of this early conditioning is hat it is very difficult to overcome
later." One of the difficulties i switching to such fields as
engineering, business admirilstratio , eeonomics or computer scien.,

.. , cesduring the college years is that mot of them require a fairly strong
orientation to mathematics. A disinclination of many girls- to take
mathematics and science courses during their 'high schopl years or
early in college narrows their options in college majors, or presents
them with a catchup problem which a Jarger proportion of male

5
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students may not experience. Thine women who do major in math
need to consider ariplred fields, such as computer science or
accounting, where their mathematical interests and abilities are more
likely to encounter favorable employment opportunities than exist for
pure mathematics majors

The findings of this and earlier' REB Manpower and Education
reports on the supply and demand balances for various fields of study
suggest that if women do not switch to those fields in which they have
been underrepresented, and for which the employment outlook
favorable, female college graduates of the future will be more likely to
be unemployed than their male counterparts The other possibility is
that women graduates will be more likely to be employed in jobs
unrelated to their majors than is ,true of male graduates. 'ff-the
relatedness of college majors improves progression opportunities on
the job, women will be at a disadvantage relative to men because of the
likelihood that they study subjects for which there are insufficient
directly related job opportunities

According to a, 1972 U.S. Department of Labor survey, the
`unemployment rate of recent female college graduates (11%)

__exceeded The rate for recent male graduates (82%). The 1974
reces§ionhas been harder on women in terms of their overall unem-
ployMent rates than has been true for men, and on 'young women
college graduates than on men.7.

A reversal of trends in the education sector, should birth rates rite
again, or should pupil- teacher ratios be lowered, would improve the
outlook for the field in which the highest proportion of women still tend
to.major education. Increased governmental fundirig of human
service. programs, health care and certain governmental 'services
wouldalso improve the outlook for graduates in, Social work and other:
ppblic affairs majors, psychology,, health fields, and library'sciences.
These are all fields in which women are overrepresehted.

The absence of any strong reversal in the education sector and the
uncertainty over government programs and funding suggest that if
more women wish to secure their future employment outlook;they
need to consider fields of study which, to a large,extent, they have

' shunned in the past.
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Notes-

\
1 The'Supply and Demand for College Graduates in the South-, 1980,

Southern Regional Education Board, Atlanta, 1975 Related reports
'describing the market for specific fields of study, aod.to whic'h
the current report will make reference, are listed on page 26.

2 John B. Parrish, "Women in Professional Training An Update,
,Monthly Labor Review, November, 1975, pr.,50.; and.O.S Census,
1970, Occupational Characteristics, PC (2)-7A, Table 1.

3. "Education" in tills instance refers to the degrees included in the..
800'HEGIS classification system.

4. Douglas L Adkins, The 'Great.Ameriogp Degrae. Machine, The
. .Garnegie,C,,ornwisvon_pn,tligher Educationaarkeley, California, .1975 ;p i59

5 John B. Parrish, op. cit., p. 50.

6 Engineering Manpower Commission, "WQmen- in Engineering,"-
Manpower Bulletin No. 21, May, 1972, p. 5.

Department of Labor, Employment and Unemployment in1974, SpetillttiborForce Report, N. 178, 1975, p. 6; and Students,
Graduates and Dropouti in the Lalomor Market, October 1974,
Special Labor Force Report No. 180,,1975, p. 34. Women graduateswho did locate jobs in 1972, however, were slightly moretikety to be
erhployedin-work directly related to their 'fields of study than men.,LJ:S.: Department of Labor, Employment of Recent Collegea-rpduates, Octdber 1972, Special Force Report No. 169, 1974,06..t
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Appendix 1

Proportion. of Female Bachelor's Degrees
In Selected Fields of Study, U.S., 1930-1972-73

Education
Arts

1930

23 8%

1940

33.9%

1950.

30 3%

1960

46 9%

'1970

36 3%

1973

35 2%

Humanities 321 26.9 23.9 18.3 22.6 19.8

Total 55.9 60 8 54.2 65.2 58.9

Business &
Administration 4 1 5 0 6 6 3.0 2.9 3.9

Engineering .5 .6 .8 .4 .6 1.0

Total 4.6 5.6 7.4 3.4 3.5 4.9

ote. The fields of study included IN the atve lassification include
'lowing HEGIS cat o .

-...

0

I

Educa

Arts & Humanities lied Arts 1009 ,
Langua
Letters 1500
Theologa-

Business & Business azt-AiiitiailLernei
- Administration Agricultural Managern

Agricultural Business.112 - -5-
Educational Administration 827-- _

Industrial and Managetnant Engineering -9]
HoSpital Administration 1202
Medical Records Librarian 1215
Institutional Management 1307
Military Science 1800

- Public Administration 2102
Parks and Recreation Management 2103

5

igineehng , Architecture , except 206
Computer sciences 700,
Engineering 900, except 913

Source Douglas L Adkins, The Greet American Degree Machine, The Omni* Corn-
rnquon on Higher Educatibn. Berkeley. California, 1975, p. 79-137,-and U.S.
'Office of Education, Earned Degrees Corforred, 1972-73.
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Appendix 2

Market -Ready Supply by Fields of Study, All Degree Levels'
Southern Region, 1980

,Accounting
AgricultureA & Natural Resoyrces

All Students , yeomen Students

6,700 1,100
4,700, 300

Architecture & Desigri 1,400 200
Biological Sciences 8,700 2,900
Business & Management

(excluding Accounting) 34,100 - 4,700
Communications 4,200 1,600
Computer land Information Sciences 1,100 200
Education 67,600 -45,700
Engineerirrg
Fine and App4ie;t1 Arts'-

11,800
-, --6.,300'

,.
.500

4,500
a

Foreign Languages . 2,800 2,500
Health Professions . . 11,300 8,700
Letters 12,100 7,700
Library Sciences , 1,500 1,300
Matpernatics and Statistics- ' 6,000 2,800
PhySital Sciences ".4 .- "-_- 4500 600
Psychology -. 11,500 -. 5,700
Public Affairs ;- 4;. - 6,500 3,406
Social Science and Area Sitidies 30,000 .11,100 . _. r
Other 9.500 4,100

Total 242,700 '109,600 _

.
'Except first profiissionat degrees

.4

/14411&' *-`'
-4fik 4
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